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Electrical infrastructure
upgrades bring refinery back
to life

Refineries face many unique challenges related to reliability, safety, regulatory compliance, system upgrades, and the management of turnaround activities, while maintaining operational efficiencies. A Refinery Client of ESC engineering, Inc. (ESC) encountered such challenges with
the need to modernize and optimize process units and electrical infrastructure through a turnaround initiative which included a long range
construction plan for a medium-voltage distribution upgrade. In collaboration with the Refinery’s efforts, ESC designed, executed, and managed
a multi-phase project to support the Refinery’s long range goals and objectives, while minimizing disruptions to process output.

S U M M A R Y:
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GOALS:
•
•
•
•
•

Expansion of process units
Reduction in outage durations
Upgrades for electrical systems
Improved capacity/throughput
PMCS Visualization/HMI

SYSTEM COMPONENTS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Power system study
Engineering and design services
Consultation and commissioning
Field services supervision
Updates to Electrical Safety Policy
Software integration
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HIGHLIGHTS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

New/upgraded process units
Coordination of protective devices
Load flow analysis
Short circuit current study
Updated arc flash specifications
Improved workplace safety

APPLICATION:
The Refinery had been acquired several times prior to being taken out of service due to reliability and
process unit capacity constraints and was subsequently purchased by an investment firm with the
intention of upgrading refinery processes and electrical systems with increased capacity and room for
future expansion. Business drivers associated with this effort included reliability, reduced down time,
and improved product output.
Electrical infrastructure improvements at the Refinery were necessary to enhance reliability, expand
and optimize process units, update outdated equipment, and improve workplace safety. To assist
with this effort, ESC provided consulting services for electrical engineering and design, project management, field supervision, and commissioning. Primary deliverables for ESC included the redesign
of the Refinery’s medium-voltage power systems and an overall electrical architecture to support
existing capacity and future expansion of the process units, while ensuring safe work conditions.

REQUIREMENTS:
The Refinery required a complete review of the electrical systems and an evaluation of all plant assets.
A power systems study was needed to analyze and assess load flow, short circuit current power
interrupting ratings, protective device coordination, and power factor correction. In addition, an
arc flash hazard assessment was performed to evaluate compliance with safety standards. Project
requirements and a collaborative team approach needed to be orchestrated among the Refinery, ESC,
the local Investor-Owned Utility (IOU), partnered contractors, and equipment manufacturers. Project
management of work scope deliverables, scheduling and budgets, and quality control metrics required
proper alignment and tight scrutiny.

CHALLENGES:
The Refinery’s long range initiative required a dynamic and focused effort to manage and orchestrate
operational and sequencing activities related to upgrading Refinery facilities while maintaining output
from the process units. Primary challenges focused on the necessity for synergistic coordination
and scheduling efforts with turnaround stakeholders and project team members throughout the
design, installation, and commissioning phases, engineering design to upgrade the electrical system
while minimizing down time, and the alleviation of ongoing power disturbances that required close
collaboration with the local IOU. The Refinery also faced unique safety concerns associated with
underground conduit, the routing of feeder cables, and the cable tray’s proximity to process piping and
units.

SOLUTION:
ESC’s project deliverables were designed and facilitated to streamline turnaround efforts and meet
measurable quality control milestones. The medium-voltage distribution upgrade was conducted in three
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primary phases, while maximizing productivity of the process units. The initial step in redistributing the
Refinery’s power system was to design and install a new 12.5kV power distribution center which would be
served by an upgraded 138kV redundant electrical source from the local IOU to allow for the redistribution
of power from new IOU transformers and Refinery switchgear into the process units.
Phase I: A comprehensive power system study was developed and executed by ESC to evaluate process
electrical loads and specify new system requirements and how to best reallocate power to upgraded
and new process units. This study included a load flow analysis to identify at voltage drop, a short circuit
current study to better validate power interrupting ratings, protective device coordination and power factor
correction analyses to help determine the efficiency and reliability of power to the electrical systems, and an
arc flash hazard assessment to address workplace safety and plant productivity issues.
Phase II: Electrical design services by ESC were developed in accordance with required standards and
specifications and focused on the design and sizing parameters for the electrical systems upgrades. This
phase involved taking outdated distribution equipment and aligning it with the new power distribution center
as well as with upgraded and new transformers, switchgear, and underground power distribution feeders.
ESC designed a unique configuration for the switches, breakers, and multi-feeder relays to manage five
breakers while providing power monitoring from a single relay that required significantly fewer relay control
units and a much smaller and more efficient footprint. ESC also customized a Human Machine Interface
(HMI) to provide real-time evaluation of the Refinery’s Power Management Control System (PMCS).
Phase III: ESC provided consulting and commissioning services which included precise coordination
and integration with all project team members for the turnaround efforts, field supervision during the
construction phases of the project to validate compliance with defined work scope and design specifications
and standards, and the Factory Acceptance Testing and commissioning efforts. Coordination with the IOU
was especially necessary to prevent tripping of the Refinery’s controls and relays. ESC also updated the
Refinery’s Electrical Safety Policy based on the arc flash hazard assessment findings.

FOLLOW-UP:
The Refinery utilizes the upgraded
process units and has subsequently
added new and additional units while
operating with expanded capacity and
throughput and reduced environmental release. Improved reliability has
resulted in shorter outage durations,
increased workplace safety, and compliance with regulatory mandates.
In the years following the mediumvoltage distribution upgrade, the
Refinery continues to invest in reliability, safety, and regulatory compliance
and collaborates with ESC regarding
ongoing electrical upgrades and related engineering and design.

R E S U LT S :
All electrical infrastructure and related equipment were operational within the desired time line in support
of the turnaround efforts. Benefits associated with ESC’s contributions to this long range plan initiative
included:
• The optimization of capacity and throughput for existing process units and additional process
expansion capability.
• Upgraded equipment being served with appropriate loads and voltages.
• Fewer electrical disturbances from the local IOU and reduced outage durations.
• Reliability gains which met the expectations established for the project.
• Updated arc flash safety specifications and standards to increase workplace safety.
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